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ABSTRACT

The generation and organization of mesoscale convective vortices (MCVs) is a recurring theme in midlatitude
and tropical meteorology during the warm season. In this work a simulation of a finite-length idealized convective
line in a westerly shear environment is investigated in the absence of ambient vertical vorticity. An asymmetry
in average vertical vorticity forms rapidly at early times in the present simulation. This study focuses on the
formation and organization of vertical vorticity at these early simulation times. Previous simulations suggest
that tilting of either ambient or storm-generated horizontal vorticity is the primary mechanism responsible for
the formation, organization, and maintenance of MCVs. This study confirms recent work regarding the generation
of vertical vorticity at early times in the simulation. A Lagrangian budget analysis of the vertical vorticity
equation, however, shows that vorticity convergence becomes a comparable, and at times dominant, mechanism
for the enhancement and long-term organization of vertical vorticity early in the simulation. Despite differences
in the initial ambient horizontal vorticity, hodograph, and convective available potential energy, the Lagrangian
budget analysis in the present midlatitude case is consistent with the Lagrangian budget results of a previous
tropical squall line simulation. The study of idealized convective lines in midlatitude environmental conditions
therefore provide valuable insight into understanding vertical vorticity production in tropical squall lines and
their potential relevance to tropical cyclogenesis.

1. Introduction

The role of mesoscale convective vortices (MCVs)
in atmospheric dynamics is quite diverse. Frequently a
by-product of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs),
their mesoscale vertical vorticity structure and their as-
sociation with the generation of new convective cells
and strong surface winds produce environments con-
ducive to cyclogenesis in both midlatitude and tropical
regions during the warm season (Bosart and Sanders
1981; Zhang and Fritsch 1987). The presence of me-
soscale vortical circulations in a finite-length convective
line were first noted by Fujita (1978) in his pioneering
study of downbursts and intense midlatitude bow and
hook echoes. Often associated with damaging surface
winds, such phenomena are characterized by ‘‘bookend
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vortices’’ at the ends of the leading convective line
(Weisman 1993), and these vortices can trigger new
convective cells and produce background mesoscale
vorticity, a favorable ingredient for tornado genesis. Re-
cent work has suggested that line-end vortices of a finite-
length convective line may be produced by the tilting
of either ambient or storm-generated horizontal vorticity
(Weisman 1993; Davis and Weisman 1994, hereafter
DW94; Skamarock et al. 1994, hereafter SWK; Weis-
man and Davis 1998).

The mesoscale vortices simulated by DW94 in their
weak-shear simulations were argued to form via the
upward tilting of storm-generated horizontal vorticity,
which was produced in the interface between the lead-
ing-line updrafts and the cold pool, by the front-to-rear
ascending current. By assuming horizontal temperature
perturbations are small in comparison to heating rates
in the convective updrafts, DW94 established a rela-
tionship between the potential vorticity (PV) and ver-
tical vorticity fluxes in which a convergence of the PV
flux translates to a convergence of the vertical vorticity
flux. Only 2 h into their simulation, a dipolar signature
was seen in the PV flux, with convergence forming at
the north end and divergence at the south end of the
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convective line. The front-to-rear inflow at this time in
their simulation, however, was not well established, thus
it was argued that the vorticity asymmetry at this time
resulted from downward tilting of the ambient westerly
shear by cooling downdrafts at low levels. By 3 h, neg-
ative horizontal vorticity had developed between the
front-to-rear ascending current and the rear inflow jet,
at which time the mesoscale vortices assumed a more
distinct, organized circulation. This suggests the im-
portance of the front-to-rear and rear inflow currents,
as it allows for the upward tilting of the storm-generated
easterly shear to occur.

Using an identical ambient shear profile and convec-
tive available potential energy (CAPE) as the weak-
shear simulation in DW94, SWK identified three dif-
ferent sources of vertical vorticity production in a sim-
ilar simulation to that of DW94. The first source, tilting
of ambient horizontal vorticity by the initial convective
updrafts, leads to a noisy signal in the vertical vorticity
field due to the effects of the initial convection and
gravity waves. The other two sources produce vertical
vorticity via tilting of ambient westerly shear and tilting
of westerly horizontal shear associated with the cold
outflow, both by the descending rear inflow current.
These two tilting mechanisms produced a coherent
structure in the vertical vorticity field. At 6 h in their
non-Coriolis simulation, the Eulerian plot of the tilting
tendency term at z 5 3 km was noisy, showing no clear
signal of positive and negative vertical vorticity pro-
duction north and south of the convective line center,
respectively. The Eulerian view of the vorticity con-
vergence tendency term at the same time was more or-
ganized and consistent with the asymmetric structure in
vertical vorticity, suggesting the importance of vorticity
convergence at later times.

Utilizing the flux form of the vertical vorticity equa-
tion, Weisman and Davis (1998) showed that the net
vertical flux of horizontal vorticity along the centerline
of the system provides the source for system-scale vor-
tices at the line ends. This analysis of the vertical vor-
ticity equation illustrates how cyclonic and anticyclonic
vortices at the north and south ends of the convective
line, respectively, can form from either a localized up-
draft in easterly shear or a localized downdraft in west-
erly shear. In conditions of stronger and deeper shear,
vortices were also seen to result from ambient horizontal
vorticity being tilted in the updrafts and downdrafts of
supercellular convective systems.

The strength of low-level shear and the cold pool have
been demonstrated to be important in determining what
type of tilting occurs. Rotunno et al. (1988) described
how sufficient low-level shear will counter the oppo-
sitely directed shear associated with the cold pool out-
flow, thus allowing new convective cell growth to occur
at the cold pool boundary. The generation of vigorous
convection and subsequent long life of the convective
line is unlikely in environments with weak or no ambient
shear since an optimal ‘‘balance’’ between the cold pool

circulation and ambient shear is not achieved. For strong
low-level shear, the bow echo simulations of Weisman
(1993) showed that the main generator of vertical vor-
ticity is tilting of ambient shear by updraft–downdraft
couplets associated with more intense convective cells.
The strong, deep-shear simulation of Weisman and Da-
vis (1998) verifies this conclusion. The tilting of bar-
oclinically generated negative horizontal vorticity seen
in DW94, SWK, and Weisman and Davis (1998) is not
as important for these strong, deep shear cases, simply
because stronger shear inhibits the development of neg-
ative horizontal vorticity in the system and also because
more positive horizontal vorticity exists in the mean
flow relative to that seen in weak-to-moderate shear
cases.

Given the different tilting mechanisms described
above, it is not entirely clear to us which are most im-
portant under relatively weak-shear environments and
to what extent they contribute to the long-term orga-
nization of MCVs. Most notably, for the case of rela-
tively weak shear, DW94 and SWK offer differing con-
clusions. The studies of DW94 and Weisman and Davis
(1998), moreover, suggest that tilting of horizontal vor-
ticity is the primary mechanism in enhancing and or-
ganizing vertical vorticity into mesoscale circulations
during both the early and mature stages of the storm.
Although DW94 state that convergence ‘‘eventually’’
becomes important (DW94, p. 2020), they do not go
further to investigate the role it plays in the amplification
and organization of vertical vorticity. It is therefore un-
clear in their study when, and to what degree, vorticity
convergence becomes a significant contributor to the
vorticity amplification. While we agree that tilting of
both negative and positive horizontal vorticity are es-
sential in generating the initial vertical vorticity, we will
show that vorticity convergence plays an equally im-
portant role in organizing and amplifying the circula-
tions during the early to mature stages of the storm.

This conclusion is supported by a Lagrangian vortic-
ity budget analysis using backward trajectories as a
method of determining the processes by which air par-
cels acquire vertical vorticity. Weisman and Davis
(1998) used backward trajectories to show that parcels
located along vortex lines associated with storm-gen-
erated negative horizontal vorticity originate from the
low-level ambient flow ahead of the system and also
from the rear of the system. These air parcels were
carried upward by the front-to-rear inflow and descend-
ed from cooler levels above via the rear inflow current,
respectively. While this establishes the origin of air par-
cels along these vortex lines, a Lagrangian vorticity
analysis of the tendency terms in the vertical vorticity
equation following the trajectories was not carried out.

Trier et al. (1997) analyzed Lagrangian backward tra-
jectories as a way of establishing the source of vertical
vorticity in simulations of a large tropical squall line
observed during Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere
Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment
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(TOGA COARE). By calculating a vertical vorticity
budget along the trajectories, they showed that the pri-
mary generator of the initial vertical vorticity of the air
parcels was the tilting of storm-generated horizontal
vorticity within the interface formed by the cold pool
and leading-line updrafts, while tilting of ambient hor-
izontal vorticity was found to be less effective. Once
the air parcels acquired their initial vertical vorticity,
vorticity convergence was the dominant vertical vortic-
ity tendency term. The Lagrangian analysis provided in
this study is similar in design to that of Trier et al.
(1997), but the differences in the initial conditions be-
tween their tropical analysis and the present midlatitude
analysis do not allow one to assume a priori that similar
results will be achieved. It is worthwhile, therefore, to
carry out a Lagrangian analysis in the present study so
as to provide a midlatitude comparison to its tropical
counterpart.

The objective of the present study then is to further
investigate the processes responsible for the generation
and subsequent organization of MCVs in an idealized,
finite-length convective line within midlatitude envi-
ronmental conditions. We will base our experiment on
that carried out by DW94, which consists of a finite-
length convective line in a relatively weak, westerly
shear environment. Following DW94, we neglect Cor-
iolis effects, for reasons cited therein. The plan of this
paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the
numerical experiment and compares PV fields with pre-
vious studies. A discussion of vertical vorticity for-
mation and evolution of the convective line during the
first 3 h of the simulation follows in section 3. Here we
examine the behavior of vertical velocity as well as the
role of vorticity convergence and tilting tendencies in
vertical vorticity generation. The aforementioned La-
grangian trajectories and corresponding trajectory bud-
get analyses are presented in section 4. We conclude in
section 5 with a summary of our principal findings.

2. Numerical experiment and simulation overview

The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS), a nonhydrostatic, primitive-equation model
that has proven useful in regional and mesoscale studies,
was used for the simulation analyzed here. Details re-
garding model equations, vertical coordinate, grid struc-
ture, time differencing, and available parameterizations
(e.g., turbulence) can be found in Pielke et al. (1992).

The model configuration and thermodynamic sound-
ing for model initialization were identical to the weak-
shear simulation of DW94, which includes a shear pro-
file consisting of easterly winds of 210 m s21 near the
surface, increasing linearly to zero at z 5 2.5 km and
constant winds above. The discretization is on a single
grid consisting of 150 3 150 horizontal grid points at
4-km spacing, and 30 vertical levels with constant 700-
m spacing. No surface fluxes or radiation parameteri-
zation were employed; a free-slip lower boundary con-

dition is imposed. The turbulence parameterization uses
the Mellor and Yamada (1974) scheme to compute ver-
tical mixing coefficients, while a local deformation
scheme (Smagorinsky 1963) is used for horizontal mix-
ing. A grid-scale microphysics parameterization (Walko
et al. 1995) with cloud water and rain processes is used.
Ice processes are not included. Velocity components and
thermodynamic data in the model are defined on a Mes-
inger and Arakawa (1976) staggered C grid, and in the
processing of model output, winds are interpolated to
the thermodynamic grid points prior to differentiations
needed in postprocessing. Six warm bubbles, symmet-
rically spaced with the same strength as DW94 and
geometry described in Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978),
initiated the convective line. The simulation was then
run for 6 h. The east–west line located at y 5 300 km
dividing the horizontal domain into equally sized north
and south sectors will be hereafter referred to as the
‘‘centerline.’’

The weak-shear simulation has become the most ex-
tensively examined case in past model studies of mid-
latitude squall lines of finite extent (e.g., DW94, SWK,
Weisman and Davis 1998) and appears to have become
a benchmark case upon which most finite-extent squall
line simulations are based. In spite of this, recent studies
examining the weak-shear case offer differing conclu-
sions as to what role the dynamic processes of vorticity
tilting and convergence play in the development and
organization of MCVs (DW94, SWK, Weisman and Da-
vis 1998), thus suggesting this case is still not fully
understood and requires further attention. It is for this
reason we choose to focus our simulation solely on this
important weak-shear case.

An exact comparison of detailed results between our
simulation and that of DW94 was not anticipated due
to differences in model numerics and microphysical pa-
rameterizations. Our results nevertheless confirm that
the main features of DW94 were reproduced. It is un-
likely that two nonhydrostatic, primitive-equation mod-
els with identical initial conditions would produce sim-
ilar results (e.g., in the vertical vorticity field) due to
entirely different physical mechanisms. Were this the
case, the methodology of using numerical models for
this type of investigation would be in question.

Figure 1a shows PV at z 5 2.1 km superimposed on
vectors of horizontal wind perturbations at 3 h, where
the PV (q) is given by

v · =u
q 5 . (1)

r

Here, v is the absolute vorticity vector, u is potential
temperature, and r is density of dry air. An arithmetic
average of the PV and velocity fields between the model
levels at z 5 1.75 km and z 5 2.45 km is calculated to
display the data at z 5 2.1 km, the level displayed by
DW94. The data is also coarsened to a 20-km grid, as
done in DW94. Although this can give misleading im-
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FIG. 1. PV and horizontal velocity perturbation at z 5 2.1 km at (a) 3 h and (b) 6 h. North–south vertical cross sections of PV at x 5
320 km at (c) 3 h and (d) 6 h. Contour interval for PV is 1.0 PVU (1 PVU 5 1026 K m2 kg21 s21). Positive values are represented by solid
contours and negative values by dashed contours for this and all other figures unless otherwise noted. The zero contour has been omitted.

pressions regarding the detailed distribution of the actual
fields, it is adequate for highlighting the mesoscale fea-
tures of the data. Already evident in Fig. 1a are regions
of positive and negative PV at the north and south ends
of the line, respectively. By this time, the wind vectors
already exhibit cyclonic flow perturbations in the north-
ern sector and anticyclonic flow perturbations in the
southern sector of the convective line, with westerly

wind anomalies approaching 10 m s21 between the two
main end vortices. A north–south section through the
coarsened PV field at 3 h (Fig. 1c) shows a positive
low-level PV maximum to the north with negative PV
south. Weaker areas of PV of both signs are seen aloft.

By 6 h, the PV distribution displays even more well-
defined regions of positive PV to the north and negative
PV to the south of the centerline (Fig. 1b). The size and
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magnitude of PV minima and maxima have increased,
indicating that system-scale dynamical processes are at
work, which are organizing the original positive and
negative regions. The convective line has become more
‘‘bow’’ shaped, rear inflow has increased and the line
center has surged forward. From a north–south section
through the coarsened field of PV (Fig. 1d) we see a
more well-defined and vertically deeper PV dipole than
at 3 h. Evident in both the horizontal and vertical cross-
sectional plots in Fig. 1 is the apparent movement of
the cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices at the line-ends
toward each other between 3 and 6 h. By 6 h, the centers
of the main PV anomalies approach to within 100 km
of each other, also consistent with DW94. The magni-
tude of the PV anomalies at the northern and southern
line-ends of the convective line at 3h is 1.0 PVU (1
PVU 5 1026 m2 K kg21 s21). By 6 h, the PV magnitudes
increase to 4.0 PVU. These are approximately the same
values shown in DW941. Westerly wind perturbations
between the line ends approach 10 and 20 m s21 at 3
and 6 h, respectively, also comparable to that observed
in DW94. The dipolar structure in the PV field and the
trend in the PV field between 3 and 6 h compares well
with DW94, with increasing and decreasing PV at the
northern and southern line ends, respectively.

3. Vorticity evolution and formation mechanisms

Previous studies have focused primarily on vertical
vorticity formation mechanisms from 3 to 6 h after a
line of warm bubbles triggers convective-line formation.
But as is evident from the previous section, there already
exist cyclonic and anticyclonic circulations with a size
on the order of 100 km by 3 h into the present simu-
lation. In this section we address four specific questions.
How early is vertical vorticity seen, and what is re-
sponsible for its formation? Since the convective line
is initiated by a symmetric line of warm bubbles, when
does the asymmetry in the vertical vorticity field appear
and how does it form? The most coherent vortices were
observed at z 5 1.05 km and z 5 1.75 km in the model,
thus we will concentrate our analysis on the formation
of vertical vorticity at these two levels.

Figure 2 shows a time series of the average vertical
vorticity over the north (solid line) and south (dashed
line) half of the model domain over the first 3 h at z 5
1.05 km. For the first 1.5 h, the average vertical vorticity
in both halves remains small. As we will see, this is not
due to very weak vertical vorticity production. Rather,
almost equal regions of positive and negative vertical
vorticity in each half of the domain cancel. A dramatic
change occurs shortly after 1.5 h as an obvious asym-
metry forms with cyclonic vorticity north and anticy-
clonic vorticity south. Absolute values of average vor-
ticity increase by a factor of approximately 7 over 30

1 The 0.5 PVU contour interval indicated in Fig. 2 of DW94 should
be corrected to 1.0 PVU (C. A. Davis 2001, personal communication).

min, which demonstrates that an asymmetry forms rap-
idly in the very early stages of MCS organization. This
asymmetry, or vorticity dipole, is in the same sense as
in simulations by DW94, SWK, and Weisman and Davis
(1998) and is likely due to the amalgamation of the
initially separate cold pools associated with each indi-
vidual convective cell.

The evolution of vertical velocity, vertical vorticity,
and vertical vorticity tendencies during the first 3 h of
the MCS lifecycle have not been presented in similar
previous studies. Since these are of importance to the
MCV evolution, we explore the early stages of the MCS
here. Shown in Fig. 3 are vertical velocity and horizontal
wind vectors at z 5 1.05 km every 0.5 h over the first
3 h. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the corresponding fields
of vertical vorticity, vorticity tilting, and convergence
tendencies, as defined in the equation for the material
rate of change of vertical vorticity, given by

Dz ]u ]y ]w ]y ]w ]u
5 2 z 1 2 21 2 1 2Dt ]x ]y ]x ]z ]y ]z

| | | |
z z

convergence tilting

]F1 ]r ]p ]r ]p ]Fy x1 2 1 2 . (2)
21 2r ]x ]y ]y ]x ]x ]y

| | | |
z z

solenoidal turbulent fluxes
Here, z is the vertical vorticity, and the terms on the
right-hand side of the equation (reading from left to
right) represent vorticity convergence (stretching), tilt-
ing, solenoidal effects, and subgrid-scale parameteri-
zation. Only the results at z 5 1.05 km are shown and
discussed in this section, since the winds, vertical vor-
ticity, and tendency fields at z 5 1.75 km are similar.
The data shown in these figures have not been coarsened
to a 20-km horizontal grid as was done in section 2.

At 0.5 h (Fig. 3a) six convective updrafts from the
six warm bubbles are observed. Each updraft generates
an associated vertical vorticity dipole (Fig. 4a). Most of
the vertical vorticity appears to be due to tilting of am-
bient shear by each updraft, which is simply vorticity
tilting by single convective cells as described by Klemp
and Wilhelmson (1978). Vorticity convergence adds to
the vertical vorticity pattern and is stronger (Fig. 6a),
but spatially less extensive than tilting (Fig. 5a).

By 1 h, the initial line of convective updrafts collapses
and is replaced by a line of downdrafts. Vertical vorticity
formed by tilting of the initial updrafts has been ad-
vected westward. New vertical vorticity forms as a result
of the ambient shear being tilted by the downdrafts, and
the regions of positive–negative tilting have reversed in
comparison to 0.5 h. This reversal can been seen in the
vertical vorticity field, as the positive–negative vertical
vorticity pattern has reversed in association with each
convective cell. Vorticity convergence is much weaker
than tilting at this time.

Between 1 and 2 h, cold outflow associated with ini-
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FIG. 2. Vertical vorticity averaged horizontally over the model do-
main north and south of the centerline at z 5 1.05 km. The solid line
is average vertical vorticity north of the centerline, and the dashed
line is the average vertical vorticity south of the centerline.

→

FIG. 3. Vertical velocity contours and horizontal wind vectors at z 5 1.05 km at (a) 0.5 h, (b) 1.0 h, (c) 1.5 h, (d) 2.0 h, (e) 2.5 h, and (f )
3.0 h. The contour interval for vertical velocity is 1.0 m s21 and the zero contour has been omitted. Wind vectors are system-relative.

tial convective cell downdrafts and precipitation has
triggered new convection. At 1.5 h, the strongest con-
vective updrafts form between previous downdrafts,
while weaker cells form along the forward-spreading
cold outflow. The vertical vorticity pattern becomes
more complicated, consistent with increasingly complex
fields in both vorticity tilting and convergence tenden-
cies. The wind fields, however, show signs of organi-
zation as represented by cyclonic and anticyclonic flow
at the northern and southern line ends, respectively.

By 2 h, the leading convective line has become more
organized with downdrafts to the rear, and vertical vor-
ticity is spatially more extensive. The asymmetry im-
plied by Fig. 2 is now visibly apparent in the vertical
vorticity field as well, though strong areas of positive
and negative vertical vorticity are still found between
the line-end vortices. Tilting is still the dominant vertical
vorticity formation mechanism, but a clear asymmetry
with more positive tilting tendencies in the northern
sector and negative tilting tendencies in the southern
sector is not evident. Figure 7 shows vertical velocity,
wind vectors and zonal shear averaged over the north
half of the convective line at 2 h. Tilting of easterly
zonal shear (associated with the cold pool), as proposed
by Weisman and Davis (1998), is seen at this time, but
it is very localized to a horizontal spatial scale of ap-

proximately 5 km in the east–west direction. By com-
parison, although vorticity convergence is generally
weaker and less extensive than tilting, it does exhibit a
clear asymmetry, with positive to the north and negative
to the south (Fig. 6d), and has a horizontal scale com-
mensurate with the vertical vorticity anomalies. Thus
while it appears that tilting of convectively produced
horizontal vorticity leads to the initial asymmetry in
vertical vorticity, vorticity convergence enhances and
organizes the vorticity produced via tilting. This view
stands in contrast to the conclusions given in DW94 and
Weisman and Davis (1998), which imply that vorticity
convergence is secondary to tilting as it relates to en-
hancing and organizing vertical vorticity at these early
times.

Between 2 and 3 h, the convective line surges for-
ward; the vertical vorticity dipole now appears to be
causing local enhancement of rear-inflow (Weisman and
Davis 1998), which deforms the convective line at both
the north and south ends. Positive and negative regions
of vertical vorticity continue to expand on the north and
south ends of the convective line, respectively, which
appears to be due more to vorticity convergence. Tilting
of both signs occurs throughout the convective line, but
tilting is mostly negative at the north end and is mostly
positive at the south end. At first glance this appears to
be contradictory to what is observed in vertical vorticity.
The Eulerian figures shown here, however, do not reveal
what is occurring at vertical levels other than the level
displayed. Since only tilting can produce the asymmetry
in vertical vorticity (neglecting solenoidal effects and
friction), air parcels acquire the sign of vorticity via
tilting that is consistent with the vertical vorticity asym-
metry at vertical levels above and below the level dis-
played. Convergence then stretches the vorticity of the
air parcels at the level displayed in Figs. 3–6. Therefore,
contrary to what is implied in DW94 and Weisman and
Davis (1998) for their weak-shear simulations, our find-
ings suggest that for the moderate range of shears con-
sidered, tilting and vorticity convergence are both equal-
ly important factors in organizing vertical vorticity into
MCVs. Although vorticity convergence is weak during
the first hour of the simulation, it becomes significant
by 3 h—which is still early in the MCS lifecycle—as
the updrafts become more organized. These conclusions
will be further clarified in the Lagrangian trajectory
analysis discussed in the next section.

4. Lagrangian analysis

The Eulerian analysis discussed thus far is helpful as
a first step in diagnosing some aspects of the dynamics
of the convective line. However, since Eulerian plots
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FIG. 7. East–west vertical cross section of system-relative flow, zonal shear, and vertical velocity averaged horizontally north of the
centerline. Zonal shear (contoured) is plotted at intervals of 1023 s21. Shading represents magnitudes of average vertical velocity greater
than 0.5 m s21 (light shading), 1.0 m s21 (medium shading), and 2.0 m s21 (dark shading). Cross-hatching represents negative horizontal
vorticity generated by the gust front at low levels.

only show ‘‘snapshots,’’ it may be misleading and at a
minimum does not furnish a complete picture of the
evolution of the squall line. To further our understand-
ing, a Lagrangian particle trajectory analysis focusing
on the significant terms in the vertical vorticity equation
(2) is carried out. Time-dependent backward trajectories
originating near the center of maximum vertical vortic-
ity are analyzed at z 5 1.05, 1.75, and 2.45 km, and all
terms in the vertical vorticity equation are calculated
for parcels along their trajectories. In addition, the tilting
and vorticity convergence tendency terms are integrated
in time along the trajectories in order to measure their
respective contribution to vertical vorticity production
at any point on the trajectory. Winds at 5-min intervals
are used and the trajectories are calculated on the 4-km
horizontal grid using a four-dimensional (space–time)
linear interpolation scheme with a temporal increment
of 30 s.

Although the analysis provided here is similar to that
done by Trier et al. (1997), the initial conditions in the
present midlatitude simulation vary considerably from

their tropical case. Specifically, the thermodynamic pro-
file in the present case has more CAPE (;2400 J kg21

versus ;1500 J kg21) and the vertical shear environ-
ment has approximately twice the ambient horizontal
vorticity of Trier et al. (1997; the unidirectional shear
inferred from their hodograph is approximately 5 m s21

over the lowest 3 km). Moreover, the shear profile used
in the present study is both unidirectional and linear
with height whereas Trier et al. (1997) implemented a
curved hodograph that is nonlinear with height. Given
the nonlinearity of the mesoscale dynamics investigated,
it is not obvious that such differences in initial condi-
tions will produce similar behavior in terms of vorticity
tilting and vorticity convergence. We are unaware of
any other midlatitude squall line study that investigates
the role of tilting versus vorticity convergence in the
early evolution of the squall line and therefore consider
it useful to carry out the present Lagrangian analysis.

Ideally, the sum of integrated convergence and tilting
tendencies should approximately equal the instanta-
neous vertical vorticity at any one time. This is ap-
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proximately true in our case, although it should be noted
that interpolation and discretization errors resulting
from the trajectory calculations account for discrepan-
cies seen in the budget analyses. Accurate calculation
of integrated terms along interpolated trajectories such
as these can be difficult since calculation errors will
accumulate in the integral summation. Over 100 trajec-
tories were calculated at each level in order to check
consistency, and we are confident the budget analyses
represent the model’s contribution of the convergence
and tilting tendencies.2

Vertical vorticity generation due to solenoidal effects
and subgrid-scale turbulence parameterization was found
to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the
vorticity convergence and tilting tendencies, thus these
contributions will not be discussed. Since trajectories at
all three vertical levels mentioned produce similar results,
we present here only those originating at z 5 1.75 km.
The trajectory and vorticity budget results from the south-
ern anticyclonic vortex region mirror those from the
northern vortex region, thus only the trajectory analyses
from the latter are presented here. Presented in this sec-
tion is one backward trajectory from 3 h, which is typical
of backward trajectories originating from the vertical vor-
ticity maximum at the vertical level shown.

Figure 8a shows a three-dimensional view of a back-
ward trajectory from 3 h originating at z 5 1.75 km, x
5 324 km, and y 5 392 km, which is near the center
of an area of large vertical vorticity at z 5 1.75 km and
t 5 3 h. Figure 8b shows the same trajectory as viewed
in the horizontal plane superimposed on vertical vor-
ticity contours at z 5 1.75 km and t 5 3 h. The trajectory
was followed back 3 h to the start of the simulation and
time intervals of 30 min are marked on the trajectory
by solid dots. The Lagrangian particle is lifted in the
updraft at 2 h, roughly the same time it starts a cyclonic
turn into the developing circulation. The parcel is lifted
up to z 5 3 km, at which point it is brought back down
to z 5 1.75 km by downdrafts.

Figure 8c shows the instantaneous vertical vorticity
and the instantaneous convergence and tilting tendency
terms following the trajectory; Fig. 8d shows the ten-
dency terms integrated along the trajectory. Shortly be-
fore the air parcel encounters the updraft region at 120
min it acquires a small amount of negative vertical vor-

2 Analysis of Lagrangian trajectories during the post-3-h period
produced inconsistent results and showed sensitivity to initial con-
ditions, thus suggesting that a Lagrangian trajectory analysis per-
formed at the current spatial and temporal resolution during the ma-
ture stages of a squall line type system is problematic. This sensitivity
is believed to be due to discretization errors in association with em-
bedded convection in the system through which air parcels travel and
is likely the reason DW94 did not carry out a similar Lagrangian
analysis at these later times (DW94, p. 2019). In contrast, Trier et
al. (1997) performed a Lagrangian analysis at 4 h in which the in-
stantaneous vertical vorticity values were consistent with the inte-
grated tendency terms along their trajectories. We believe they were
successful because the nested-grid model they employed resolved
regions of active convection to horizontal grid spacings of 1 km.

ticity, but then enters the developing region of cyclonic
circulation and the diagnosed value of vertical vorticity
increases steadily up to 1.0 3 1023 s21 at 140 min. The
diagnosed tilting tendency is slightly positive during this
time but decreases and becomes negative after 140 min.
This decrease is associated with a brief decrease in the
diagnosed vertical vorticity. Vorticity convergence then
becomes the dominant tendency term, which corresponds
to a steady increase in vertical vorticity until approxi-
mately 155 min. The tilting tendency remains mostly
negative up to 3 h, which contributes to a negative ten-
dency in vertical vorticity. This is consistent with the
Eulerian results shown in Figs. 5 and 6. A look at the
integrated tendency terms in Fig. 8d reveals that the tilt-
ing tendency is the main contributor to vertical vorticity
production in the air parcel up to approximately 140 min.
At this time, the integrated tilting decreases and the in-
tegrated convergence dominates the enhancement of pos-
itive vertical vorticity until shortly before 3 h.

Tilting plays an essential role in the early stages as
the initial asymmetry forms, but convergence becomes
a comparable, and at times dominant, tendency term at
2.5 h and later. The mixed role that tilting and vorticity
convergence assume in organizing vertical vorticity is
in agreement with Trier et al. (1997, cf. their Figs. 20
and 21), although this change progresses at a slower
pace in their simulation. It is believed that this is in part
due to the different initial conditions in their simulation.

When applying the circulation budget given in Weis-
man and Davis [1998; Eqs. (4)–(6)] over the entire
northern half of the system, it is apparent that the vor-
ticity convergence term does not contribute to the rate
of change of the average vertical vorticity. Their cir-
culation budget shows that the source of mesoscale vor-
tices is due to tilting, but does not explain how the
mesoscale vortices are constructed. In a global sense,
localized increases in vertical vorticity owing to hori-
zontal convergence are being compensated by localized
decreases in vertical vorticity due to horizontal diver-
gence. One must therefore analyze subregions of the
domain to discover how local maxima in the vorticity
convergence term contribute to local circulation increas-
es and the formation of coherent vortical structures. As
shown by both our Eulerian and Lagrangian results,
these maxima and minima in vorticity convergence oc-
cur at the convective line ends where the mesoscale
vortices are observed.

5. Summary and conclusions

This study has examined the mechanisms responsible
for the production, organization, and maintenance of
vertical vorticity in the early stages of a simulation of
an idealized, finite-length convective line in a westerly
shear environment. Since previous simulations of sim-
ilar midlatitude convective lines (DW94; SWK; Weis-
man and Davis 1998) were all performed using the
Klemp–Wilhemson (1978) model, it is first of interest
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FIG. 8. Time-dependent back trajectory from t 5 3 h to t 5 0 h originating from the center of the northern vortex at z 5 1.75 km: (a)
three-dimensional trajectory with projections onto the two-dimensional planes (dashed lines); (b) horizontal trajectory superimposed on
vertical vorticity contours at z 5 1.75 km at 3 h; (c) instantaneous values of vertical vorticity (1024 s21, solid line), convergence tendency
(1026 s22, dashed line), and tilting tendency (1026 s22, dotted line) calculated along the trajectory; (d) integrated convergence tendency (10 24

s21, dashed line), integrated tilting tendency (1024 s21, dotted line), and the sum of integrated convergence and tilting tendencies (solid line)
calculated along the trajectory. Time increments of 0.5 h are marked by solid dots on the trajectory. Contour increment of vertical vorticity
is 5 3 1024 s21, and the zero contour has been omitted.

to investigate the robustness of these results with a dif-
ferent cloud-resolving model. Using RAMS, the main
features of the convective line (e.g., PV and vertical
vorticity fields) shown in DW94 were reproduced. This
is encouraging, and we can thus regard the principal
flow features in all of these simulations as meaningful
and model-independent.

An asymmetry in vertical vorticity occurs early and
rapidly in the MCS lifecycle; it is for this reason we
focus on the early stages of the formation and organi-
zation of MCVs. With no ambient vertical vorticity ini-
tially present, it is clear that vertical vorticity must come
from tilting of positive ambient horizontal vorticity by
the initial convective updrafts. Throughout the entire
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simulation, however, no single process appears to be
dominant in organizing vertical vorticity. At early times
in the simulation, tilting of ambient shear by convective
updrafts and downdrafts associated with precipitation
and the cold outflow provides the seed of vertical vor-
ticity necessary for further development of the flow into
MCVs. Although tilting of negative horizontal vorticity
associated with the advancing cold pool observed in this
simulation is consistent with Weisman and Davis
(1998), they invoke this as the primary mechanism for
generating organized mesoscale vortices after 3 h. By
2 h into our simulation, tilting of negative storm-gen-
erated horizontal vorticity contributes to vertical vor-
ticity production, but the systemwide tilting field is dis-
organized and no clear asymmetry is evident. Vorticity
convergence, meanwhile, is weaker in magnitude than
tilting but its sign and spatial extent indicate that it is
contributing to the amplification of the asymmetry pre-
sent in vertical vorticity. Similar structures in tilting and
convergence were seen in SWK at t 5 6 h. A Lagrangian
trajectory analysis of the tendency terms in the vertical
vorticity equation, however, confirms that the vertical
vorticity of air parcels reaching the Eulerian display
level examined (z 5 1.05 km) have the consistent sign
of tilting en route to the display level. The apparent
inconsistency between tilting and vertical vorticity in
the Eulerian plan views arises because the tilting of air
parcels changes sign before reaching the display level.
The vertical vorticity that is generated by tilting is not
quickly diffused, thus vorticity convergence is able to
enhance and organize the vorticity on the system scale.

The Lagrangian trajectory analysis confirms how vor-
ticity tilting and convergence tendencies affect the rate
of change of vertical vorticity following an air parcel
at different times in the simulation. A term-by-term bud-
get analysis of the vertical vorticity equation along par-
cel trajectories shows that vorticity tilting is dominant
at early times, while vorticity convergence becomes a
comparable contributor to vertical vorticity intensifi-
cation and organization at 2 h and later. Tilting and
convergence, therefore, assume a cooperative role in the
generation and organization of MCVs. Vertical vorticity
is produced by the tilting of both ambient and storm-
generated horizontal vorticity, while convergence then
enhances the vorticity that is produced. These results
are consistent with the tropical Lagrangian analysis of
Trier et al. (1997) despite our midlatitude case having
substantially different environmental conditions. Al-
though the similarities in vorticity production between
midlatitude and tropical squall lines has been noted pre-
viously (Weisman et al. 1993; Trier et al. 1997), they
have not yet to our knowledge been confirmed by a
comparative midlatitude squall line Lagrangian budget
analysis as provided in the present study.

We are in full agreement with DW94 and Weisman
and Davis (1998) that in the absence of ambient vertical
vorticity the source of vertical vorticity in convective
lines is due to tilting of either ambient or storm-gen-

erated horizontal vorticity, or both. The phenomenolog-
ical interpretation provided in their papers, however,
bases not only the source, but also the organization and
maintenance of the line-end mesoscale vortices primar-
ily on tilting. As we show in our paper, one cannot
invoke tilting alone to explain the organization of me-
soscale vortices in a finite-extent squall line; one must
also examine how vorticity convergence enhances and
organizes the vertical vorticity that is produced by tilt-
ing.

The similarities in structure and lifetime between
midlatitude and tropical MCVs enable us to apply what
we have learned in the midlatitude case to further our
understanding of the precursors supporting tropical cy-
clone formation (Zehr 1992). As discussed by Weisman
et al. (1993) and Trier et al. (1997), the mechanisms
that govern vertical vorticity generation and organiza-
tion in tropical squall lines are the same that lead to
MCVs in their midlatitude counterparts. Following Ro-
tunno et al. (1988), Weisman et al. (1993) also note the
importance of an upshear-tilted circulation in convective
systems, which leads to the development of a midlevel
MCV. The cold pool generated by such systems must
be stronger than the ambient shear to produce the up-
shear-tilted structure. For tropical systems, this ulti-
mately means that the ambient low-level shear must be
weak, since tropical cold pools are weak in strength as
well. The resultant MCV, given its long life and ability
to trigger new convection, then creates an environment
that is more conducive to tropical cyclogenesis (Mont-
gomery and Enagonio 1998; Trier et al. 2000a,b; En-
agonio and Montgomery 2001; Möller and Montgomery
2000; Davis and Bosart 2001). This topic is a subject
of an ongoing investigation, which will be reported in
due course.
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